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Abstract. Aerosol events (their frequency and intensity) in
the broader Mediterranean basin were studied using 7-year
(2000–2007) aerosol data of optical depth (AOD at 550 nm)
from the MODerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) Terra.
The complete spatial coverage of data revealed a significant spatial variability of aerosol events which is also dependent on their intensity. Strong events occur more often
in the western and central Mediterranean basin (up to 14
events/year) whereas extreme events (AOD up to 5.0) are
systematically observed in the eastern Mediterranean basin
throughout the year. There is also a significant seasonal variability with strong aerosol events occurring most frequently
in the western part of the basin in summer and extreme
episodes in the eastern part during spring. The events were
also analyzed separately over land and sea revealing differences that are due to the different natural and anthropogenic
processes, like dust transport (producing maximum frequencies of extreme episodes in spring over both land and sea)
or forest fires (producing maximum frequencies in strong
episodes in summer over land). The inter-annual variability shows a gradual decrease in the frequency of all aerosol
episodes over land and sea areas of the Mediterranean during
the period 2000–2007, associated with an increase in their
intensity (increased AOD values). The strong spatiotemporal
variability of aerosol events indicates the need for monitoring them at the highest spatial and temporal coverage and
resolution.
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Introduction

In the last two decades there is a strong scientific interest regarding the role of aerosols for the Earth’s climate and associated changes. Aerosol particles are very important to
the Earth-atmosphere climate system playing a crucial role
in cloud and precipitation processes, air quality and climate.
Cloud composition, precipitation, the hydrological cycle, radiation budget and the atmospheric circulation systems are
all affected by both radiative and microphysical impacts of
aerosols (Rosenfeld et al., 2008). The Technical Summary
of Working Group One in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (2007) states that changes in aerosols may have affected
precipitation and other aspects of the hydrologic cycle more
strongly than other anthropogenic forcing agents. For example, aerosols were reported to modulate the hydrological
cycle (e.g. Jacobson, 2001; Ramanathan et al., 2001; Kaufman et al., 2002) or to spinning-down the tropical water cycle
and weakening the Asian monsoons (e.g. Lau et al., 2006).
Therefore, given the importance of aerosols, it is certainly
worth to study the so-called “aerosol events” or “aerosol
episodes”, namely conditions of unusual high concentrations
of aerosol over a specific place of world at a given time. Due
to important temporal and spatial variability of aerosols, their
events must be investigated at the highest spatial and temporal coverage and resolution, for example on a daily basis and
at geographical cell level. Complete spatial resolution is only
ensured by satellite-based measurements, also enabling daily
temporal resolution. Surface (station) measurements provide
more fine temporal resolution (hourly) but they do not provide complete spatial coverage.
The broader Mediterranean basin is a unique area in terms
of aerosols and climate change. It is one of the areas with
the highest aerosol optical depths in the world (Husar et al.,
1997; Ichoku et al., 2002) and maximum direct radiative
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forcing values (Hatzianastassiou et al., 2004, 2007) due to
the accumulation of aerosols, which is favoured by meteorological conditions, small cloudiness and prolonged exposure to solar radiation. Moreover, Mediterranean is a climatically sensitive region (IPCC, 2007), that includes desertification threatened coastal and/or island areas (e.g. North
Africa, Crete island). IPCC (2007) reports that future climate
changes may add to existing problems of desertification, water scarcity and food production, while also introducing new
threats to human health, ecosystems and national economies
of countries. These, together with the fact that aerosols crucially affect precipitation (Lohmann, 2008; Rosenfeld et al.,
2008) clearly show that studying aerosol events in Mediterranean basin is of special importance since these events deliver massive amounts of aerosol matter in the region’s atmosphere for long periods, especially in dry period.
In the past, a number of studies dealt with aerosol events in
the Mediterranean basin, but these were performed for specific aerosol types, such as dust (Dayan et al., 1991; Moulin
et al., 1997; Husar et al., 2001; Tsidulko et al., 2002; Balis
et al., 2003; Collaud Coen et al., 2004; Kubilay et al., 2003;
Rodrı́guez et al., 2004; Lyamani et al., 2005; Papayanis et
al., 2005; Athanassiadou et al., 2006; Cachorro et al., 2006;
Pérez et al., 2006; Sodemann et al., 2006; Zhang et al.,
2006; Toledano et al., 2007; Meloni et al., 2008; Sciare
et al., 2008; Salvador et al., 2008), fine pollution (Kukkonen et al., 2005), forest fires (Niemi et al., 2005; Pace et
al., 2005) or sea-salt aerosols (Marenco et al., 2007). The
majority of these studies were performed at specific locations using mainly ground-based measurements. Thus it is
very important to have a complete picture of aerosol events
over the entire Mediterranean basin during a long enough
time period. This is achieved in the present study by using
quality measurements taken with the MODerate resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument on board
the NASA Terra spacecraft. Collection 005 Level-3 gridded daily data of aerosol optical depth (AOD) are used with
horizontal resolution 1◦ ×1◦ latitude-longitude, from March
2000 to February 2007 (complete 7-year study period) over
the Mediterranean basin including land and ocean areas extending from 29◦ N to 47◦ N and from 11◦ W to 39◦ E. The
scope of this study is to identify the main characteristics of
aerosol episodes, namely their frequency and intensity on
different temporal (from monthly to annual) and spatial (local to regional) scales. Apart from the seasonal, the interannual variability of aerosol episodes is also examined and
their tendencies over the study period are investigated.

2
2.1

Data and methodology
MODIS aerosol optical depth data

The aerosol data used are part of the MODIS Terra Level3 daily gridded atmospheric data product (MOD08 D3) and
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were acquired from the MODIS web site ftp://ladsweb.
nascom.nasa.gov/.
The first MODIS instrument was
launched on board the Terra satellite on 18 December 1999,
with daytime equator crossing at 10:30 a.m., as part of the
NASA’s Earth Observing System (EOS) mission. MODIS
with its 2330 km viewing swath provides almost daily global
coverage. Since February 2000, MODIS has continuously
acquired measurements at 36 spectral bands between 0.415
and 14.235 µm with spatial resolution of 250 m, 500 m and
1000 m. The retrieval of aerosol data by MODIS is performed with special algorithms (see e.g. Kaufman et al.,
1997, 2001; Tanré et al., 1997; Levy et al, 2003; Remer
et al., 2005), which are different over land and ocean because of differences in surface characteristics. The MODISderived aerosol properties have been extensively validated
against AERONET Sun-photometer measurements. The accuracy of the algorithm for MODIS Collection 004 AOD
is ±0.05±0.2xAOD over land (Chu et al., 2002), and
±0.03±0.05xAOD over ocean (Remer et al., 2002). Recently, the Collection 005 MODIS aerosol data were released, marked by significant improvements in the retrieval
algorithm leading to better agreement with surface-based
AERONET measurements (Remer et al., 2006; Levy et al.,
2007; Papadimas et al., 2009). In this study, we used the Collection 005 MODIS-Terra AOT data at λ=550 nm. The data
used are stored in MODIS Level 3 (MOD04 L3) files, each
corresponding to daily averages, and they are reported on a
1◦ ×1◦ spatial resolution. These data provide daily statistics
based on the original 500 m resolution data. Over the course
of a day, MODIS views the same 1◦ -square (grid) with a
large variety of view angles, which improves the accuracy
of calculated flux (Remer and Kaufman, 2006) and aerosol
retrievals. The daily data from the Terra satellite form a continuous time series from March 2000 to February 2007.
2.2

Methodology

In the literature there is no well defined methodology to identify aerosol events. Several researchers have used threshold
values of aerosol optical properties parameters, mostly AOD,
Ångström exponent and fine fraction, to identify aerosol
episodes.
In the present study, the determination of aerosol events
was based on AOD, which is a good measure of aerosol matter in the entire atmospheric column over a specific area on a
given day. Thus, an aerosol event occurs in a specific day at a
given location when AOD is larger than a critical value constituting a threshold (cut-off) AOD level (AODThreshold ). By
setting critical AOD level, equal to the mean AOD (AOD),
averaged over the whole study period, aerosol events can be
defined, for each location, when AOD is larger than AOD
plus one, two, three and four standard deviation (σAOD ) from
AOD
AODThreshold =AOD + i × σAOD ,

with i=1, 2, 3, 4

(1)
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In the present study, whenever
AOD+2×σAOD ≤AOD<AOD+4×σAOD . . . then a strong
aerosol episode is defined, whereas extreme aerosol episodes
occur if AOD≥AOD+4×σAOD . The geographical distribution of AOD thresholds for the two types of aerosol episodes
is given in Fig. 1, and they are equal up to 1.3 and 2.3 for
strong and extreme aerosol episodes, respectively. Following
our methodology other types of aerosol episodes, e.g. weak
ones, can be also determined. Note that other methodologies can be applied as well, for example by setting a standard AODThreshold for the entire Mediterranean basin. Such
methods have their own advantages and disadvantages with
respect to the dynamical methodology applied here. The
sensitivity of aerosol episodes to the selected methodology
was assessed by comparing the frequency of episodes obtained based on the two methodologies. It was found that
the use of the common AODThreshold for the entire study region resulted in more aerosol episodes over northern Africa
www.ann-geophys.net/27/3509/2009/

and its coasts, and less episodes in the northern part of the
Mediterranean Sea thus producing a “bias” towards the intense aerosol sources, namely dust. On the other hand the
applied methodology here is useful for a subjective consideration of aerosol episodes regarding their magnitude which
is the common case. AOD and σAOD values for each geographical cell of the Mediterranean basin were computed
from the time series of daily AOD values. Subsequently,
aerosol episodes were identified by comparing AOD for each
day of the study period (1 March 2000 to 28 February 2007)
with the corresponding AODThreshold . Then the frequency,
intensity (and duration) of aerosol episodes were computed
for each month and year as well as for the entire study period. Note that the results were obtained based on the criterion that at least 50% of the total 2556 daily AOD values
from 1 March 2000 to 28 February 2007 were available.
Ann. Geophys., 27, 3509–3522, 2009
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Results
Geographical distributions

The seven year (2000–2007) mean spatial distribution of the
frequency of strong and extreme aerosol episodes over the
study region is shown in Fig. 2. This is the first time that such
information is obtained on a complete spatial scale over the
broader Mediterranean basin, as similar past analyses were
limited to specific locations. Note that the results are referred
to aerosol episodes with no regard to aerosols type for example dust, biomass burning or sea-salt.
There is a significant spatial variability of aerosol episodes
over the Mediterranean basin with frequencies ranging up to
about 14 strong or 5 extreme episodes per year (Fig. 2a). In
addition, there is a clear difference between the western and
eastern parts of the Mediterranean basin, the former being
subject more often to aerosol episodes than the latter. In almost all land and sea areas westward of Sardinia and Corsica up to Portugal and Morocco’s west coasts 6–14 strong
aerosol episodes/year are observed. On the contrary, in the
central and eastern parts of the basin no more than 10 strong
aerosol episodes/year are found.
The results concerning aerosol episodes are in general
quite different than those referring simply to aerosol loads.
Thus, the frequency of aerosol episodes has a totally different spatial distribution than aerosol load. For example, the inner Iberian peninsula, which is characterized by small AODs
with respect to the entire Mediterranean basin (Papadimas
et al., 2008) is observed to have high frequencies of strong
episodes. The obtained features of aerosol episodes can be
explained by taking into account that an episode is related
to unusual high aerosol load, i.e. larger than its mean levels. Therefore, it is possible that an area is characterized by
regularly high aerosol loads but with only few cases with
AOD larger than AODThreshold (aerosol episodes). Nevertheless, there are also some regions (for example southeast
Spain and Alboran basin between Morocco and Spain) that
exhibit both large long-term AODs and high frequencies of
aerosol episodes.
The importance of defining threshold AOD levels is shown
by the difference between the frequencies of strong and extreme aerosol episodes (Fig. 2a and b). As expected, the
frequencies of extreme aerosol episodes are smaller (<5
episodes/year) than those for strong episodes. A region can
exhibit large frequency of strong episodes but only a small
frequency of extreme episodes, as for example the western
Mediterranean basin. The most frequent extreme aerosol
episodes are observed in the central Mediterranean basin,
off the coasts of Libya and Tunisia up to the Ionian Sea, as
well as in the Tyrrhenian Sea. Also, the coasts of the eastern
Mediterranean basin are subject to relatively frequent intense
aerosol episodes (up to about 3 episodes/year).
In general, land areas are characterized by clearly less extreme aerosol episodes (generally <2 episodes/year) than sea
Ann. Geophys., 27, 3509–3522, 2009

surfaces and coasts of the Mediterranean basin, opposite to
what happens with strong aerosol episodes (Fig. 2a). This
can be explained by considering that an aerosol episode takes
place under effective long- or medium range transport, excessive local emissions due to anthropogenic or natural activities or because of gradual accumulation of aerosols in the
atmosphere under dry atmospheric conditions. In general,
maritime regions have smaller AOD values than continental
ones (Andreae, 2009), thus for a given high aerosol load (under intense transport conditions) they have a better chance to
undergo extreme aerosol episodes. Moreover, Mediterranean
maritime areas are closer to the northern African coasts than
continental areas (e.g. Iberian, Italian and Balkan peninsulas)
and thus under the direct influence of Saharan dust. On the
other hand, land areas due to their distance undergo weakened exports of Saharan dust and thus mainly strong (and
not extreme) aerosol episodes occur. Overall, the observed
differences in the frequency of aerosol episodes between
Mediterranean land and sea areas are explained by their distance from the main aerosol sources in the study area. For
example, the Mediterranean Sea is closer to dust sources
than European continental areas. Nevertheless, the above
differences between land and sea aerosol episodes have to
be assessed also keeping in mind that the uncertainty of
MODIS AOD is larger over land than sea (see Sect. 2.1).
Dust (mainly from Sahara and less from Middle-East) is the
most important source of particulate matter in the Mediterranean basin and its transport is usually associated with large
AODs (e.g. Barnaba and Gobi, 2004). Therefore, extreme
aerosol episodes should be associated with dust. This is also
shown by the agreement between the maximum frequency of
extreme aerosol episodes in the central Mediterranean basin
found in this work (Fig. 2b) and the largest average dust optical depth in the central basin reported in the literature, for
example by Moulin et al. (1998) based on 11-year Meteosat
data or by Papadimas et al. (2008) based on 6-year MODIS
data. Other sources of aerosol are sea-salt, biomass burning
(forest fires) and industrial or other anthropogenic activities,
but they are all, with the exception of sea-salt, clearly less
important than dust while pollution aerosol plumes are often associated with lower AODs (Barnaba and Gobi, 2004).
Hence, strong aerosol episodes should be rather associated to
transport or emission of such aerosols.
The frequency of aerosol episodes has a significant seasonal variability (Fig. 3). To better understand the seasonal
variability of episodes the most import meteorological features of the Mediterranean have to be considered. In the
western basin, Sahara dust outbreaks are more frequent during summer and in lesser extend in winter, while in the eastern basin during spring and autumn (e.g. Moulin et al., 1998;
Kalivitis et al., 2007). During winter time anticyclonic situations associated with intense breeze action along the Western
Mediterranean coast favors the accumulation of pollutants
especially above the Iberian penisnsula (Millán et al., 1997;
Rodrı́guez et al., 2002; Pérez et al., 2004). On the other
www.ann-geophys.net/27/3509/2009/
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Figure 3. As in Figure 2 but for: (i) winter, (ii) spring, (iii) summer and (iv) autumn. Columns
(a) and (b) show the results for strong and extreme aerosol events, respectively.

(iv-a)
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Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2 but
for: (i)3winter,
(ii) spring,
summer2 and
Columns
(a) and(iii)
(b) show
the and
results
Figure
(continued).
As (iii)
in Figure
but (iv)
for:autumn.
(i) winter,
(ii) spring,
summer
(iv)for strong and extreme
aerosol events, respectively.
autumn. Columns (a) and (b) show the results for strong and extreme aerosol events,

respectively.

hand during summer the persistent northerly winds, called
“Etesians”, occur in the Eastern Mediterranean favouring the
transport of particles from urban areas of central and Eastern
Europe as well as from areas with intense biomass burning
(Balis et al., 2003; Sciare et al., 2008).
The strong episodes occur most frequently in summer
whereas the extreme episodes in spring (Fig. 3iii-a, and
3ii-b, respectively). Moreover, while the most frequent
strong episodes (7.3 episodes/year) are observed during sumwww.ann-geophys.net/27/3509/2009/

mer in the western Mediterranean basin (especially in SE
Spain and Alboran basin) extreme aerosol episodes occur
most frequently (2.6 episodes/year) during spring in the central and eastern Mediterranean basin. Apart from summer, strong aerosol episodes are also marked quite often (6
episodes/year) during spring mainly in central and eastern
parts of the basin. However, the domination of summer and
spring maximum frequencies of aerosol episodes in the western and central parts of the Mediterranean basin is projected
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(a)

the days of strong and extreme aerosol episodes the mean
AOD at 550 nm reaches high-to-extreme values of about 1.6
in the Libyan Sea, and 4.1 in the Levantine Sea, respectively. On the contrary, AOD values over continental areas
do not exceed ≈1.0. This is another proof of the role of
African dust transport on aerosol episodes features. Though
strong aerosol episodes occur most frequently in the western Mediterranean basin (Fig. 2a) they are characterized by
smaller intensities. It is also interesting that the eastern part
of the Mediterranean basin undergoes the most intensive extreme aerosol (dust) episodes (Fig. 4b) though these are less
frequent than those observed in the central basin (Fig. 2b).
Even stronger aerosol episodes are found on a seasonal basis
(Fig. 5) with AOD values at 550 nm equal up to 2.0 and 5.0
for strong and extreme episodes, respectively.
3.2

Intra-annual and inter-annual variability

Apart from climatological and geographical distributions of
features of aerosol episodes, the seasonal and inter-annual
variability was also studied. This was made possible as
aerosol episodes are spatially resolved based on the complete
geographical coverage ensured by the utilized MODIS data.
3.2.1

Intra-annual variability

The overall seasonal variability of strong and extreme aerosol
episodes taking place separately over land and maritime (sea)
areas in the eastern, western, central and the whole Mediter(b)
ranean basin as well as over both land and sea areas in
each case, is shown in Fig. 6. For the entire Mediterranean
Fig. 4. Geographical distribution of the intensity of aerosol episodes
basin
(Fig. 6iv) spring and summer, i.e. the dry seasons,
(by
means
of
AOD)
over
the
broader
Mediterranean
basin
for
the
Figure 4. Geographical distribution of the intensity of aerosol episodes (by means of
AOD)
period 2000–2007: (a) for strong aerosol episodes and (b) for exare periods that favor the occurrence of aerosol episodes acover the broader
basin for the period 2000-2007: (a) for strong aerosol
tremeMediterranean
aerosol episodes.
counting for about 71–72% of the total number of episodes,
pisodes and (b) for extreme aerosol episodes.
whereas the episodes are very rare (10–12%) in winter due to
large precipitation amounts. Though there is equivalence beon the annual mean frequency distributions (Fig. 2). Note
tween spring and summer in terms of the frequency of strong
that the features of aerosol episodes (Fig. 3a, b) are fully
aerosol episodes, there is a predominance of spring for exconsistent with those of dust transport in the Mediterranean
treme episodes that, as explained in the previous section, are
from Africa maximizing during spring in the eastern basin
mostly associated with dust transport from Africa in the eastand during summer in the western one. The frequency of
ern Mediterranean basin. Nevertheless, different patterns are
aerosol episodes is thus dictated by the climatology of defound when examining the eastern, central and western parts
pressions affecting North Africa determining the frequency
(land and sea areas) of the basin separately. Thus, though
of dust outbreaks over the Mediterranean. Precipitation apstrong aerosol episodes occur more frequently during spring
pears to be an important factor explaining both the seasonal
than summer in the eastern Mediterranean basin, they occur
east-west shift in transport location and the south-north grawith same frequencies during both seasons in the central part
dients of dust concentrations over the Mediterranean, and the
of the basin, whereas on the contrary they take place more
subsequent aerosol episodes. Finally the meteorological confrequently during summer in the western part. On the other
ditions clearly explain the aerosol episodes off the western
hand, as far as it concerns the extreme aerosol episodes, these
coast of the Iberian peninsula during winter (Fig. 3a–i).
are found to occur much more frequently during spring than
summer in the eastern and central parts of the Mediterranean
The intensity of aerosol episodes, by means of AOD,
basin (about 60% of total extreme episodes) but they occur
is illustrated on an annual and seasonal basis in Figs. 4
with similar frequencies in the western part.
and 5, respectively. There is a very clear south-to-north
gradient showing that the intensity of aerosol episodes is
The frequency of aerosol episodes is also analyzed sepagradually decreasing leaving the African coasts. During
rately over land and sea areas. For the entire Mediterranean
Ann. Geophys., 27, 3509–3522, 2009
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(iii-a)

(iii-b)

Figure 5. As in Figure 4 but for: (i) winter, (ii) spring, (iii) summer and (iv) autumn. Columns
(a) and (b) show the results for strong and extreme aerosol events, respectively.

(iv-a)

(iv-b)

Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4 but for: (i) winter, (ii) spring, (iii) summer and (iv) autumn. Columns (a) and (b) show the results for strong and extreme
5 (continued). As in Figure 4 but for: (i) winter, (ii) spring, (iii) summer and (iv)
aerosol events,Figure
respectively.

autumn. Columns (a) and (b) show the results for strong and extreme aerosol events,
basin (Fig. 6iv)
the predominance of spring and summer is
respectively.
valid for both sea and land areas. Nevertheless, the relative contribution of the two seasons is different as far as it
www.ann-geophys.net/27/3509/2009/

concerns the strong episodes. Thus, although most of strong
episodes (36.1%) occurring over sea take place in spring, the
reverse is valid for the episodes occurring over land areas of
Ann. Geophys., 27, 3509–3522, 2009
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(i-a)

(i-b)

(ii-a)

(ii-b)

(iii-a)

(iii-b)

(iv-a)

(iv-b)

Fig. 6. Seasonal distribution of the frequency of (a) strong and (b) extreme aerosol episodes over land, sea, and land+sea areas in the
(i) eastern, (ii) central, (iii) western and (iv) whole Mediterranean basin during the period 2000–2007.

Figure 6. Seasonal distribution of the frequency of (a) strong and (b) extreme aerosol
Ann. Geophys., 27, 3509–3522, 2009
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episodes over land, sea, and land+sea areas in the (i) eastern, (ii) central, (iii) western and (iv)
whole Mediterranean basin during the period 2000-2007.
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the basin with 42% being observed in summer. Note that the
above patterns are also valid for the eastern and central parts
of the basin, but not for the western part where there is a predominance of summer episodes over both land and sea areas.
The predominance of spring over summer aerosol episodes
in sea Mediterranean areas is also valid for extreme episodes
(50% for spring against 21% for summer). Nevertheless, the
same, i.e. the predominance of spring, is also valid for extreme aerosol episodes over land, opposite to what is found
for strong episodes over land areas. Moreover, there is a predominant appearance of extreme aerosol episodes in spring
for the eastern and central parts of the basin (with frequencies as high as 67%) against equivalent occurrences of extreme episodes in spring and summer in the western parts
of the basin. Given that aerosol episodes are mainly due to
dust, and that dust transport is a long-range process, it is expectable that the frequency of extreme aerosol episodes in the
Mediterranean basin is higher during spring over both land
and sea surfaces. The highest frequency of strong episodes
over land areas (Fig. 6a) during summer, is an indication that
these episodes probably originate in land areas either just
around the Mediterranean Sea, so they are due to local emissions, or in remote land areas (other than extended deserts
in southern parts of the basin, i.e. in Africa) and so they are
due to long-range transport. These clues together with the
fact that during summer a large number of forest fires occurs in Europe, and especially around the Black Sea and in
northern Balkans and also in the Iberian peninsula (van der
Werf et al., 2006; hotspots/fire map products from the NASA
funded Fire Information for Resource Management System,
FIRMS, http://maps.geog.umd.edu/firms/), suggest that the
largest frequency of strong aerosol episodes over land in
summer can be attributed, at least partly, to biomass burning and subsequent long-range transport leading to accumulation of aerosols (e.g. Balis et al., 2003; Sciare et al., 2008)
facilitated by stable and dry atmospheric and synoptic conditions (Metaxas and Bartzokas, 1994). Especially, in case
of biomass burning taking place within the geographic limits
of the studied areas, as for example in the western basin, the
predominance of aerosol episodes in summer is clear. However, other reasons for the largest frequency of strong aerosol
episodes over land in summer can be also assessed. For example, during summer there is dust transport at elevated altitudes and thus high aerosol loadings can be accumulated
over land and not over sea which is closer to dust African
sources (see e.g. Amiridis et al., 2005; Kalivitis et al., 2007).
Moreover, the largest frequency of strong aerosol episodes
over land in summer can be also attributed to transport of
dust from Africa that takes place mainly in the western, and
less in the central, Mediterranean basin (see Fig. 2) under
favorable synoptic conditions.
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Inter-annual variability and changes

The complete spatial coverage by the MODIS AOD data allows us to examine the temporal variation of regional mean
frequency of aerosol episodes. Given the identified differences in episodes over land and sea areas it is more important to examine the variation separately. Figure 7 gives the
time series of monthly mean regional values of frequency
and intensity of aerosol episodes for the broader Mediterranean region over the study period, separately over land
and ocean. Note that the frequency numbers are normalized
to be expressed in number of events per unit area (1◦ ×1◦
or about 100 km×100 km). In general, there is an annual
cycle with double maxima in frequency in spring and summer, compared with minima during winter. The maxima in
spring and summer are mainly associated with high desert
dust loads in the central and eastern basin (see Sect. 2). In
most cases the spring maximum frequency is primary and the
summer maximum is secondary. Only for strong episodes
over land (Fig. 7i-a) the summer frequencies are about as
high as those during spring which is probably at least partly
attributed to biomass burning (Sect. 3.2.1). However, the predominance of either spring or summer in terms of frequency
of aerosol episodes is not observed every year. For example, the frequency of strong episodes over land (Fig. 7i-a)
is stronger in spring than summer in 2004 and 2005, opposite to the equivalent predominance in spring and summer in
previous years. This result highlights the variable behavior
of aerosol episodes frequency, which is strongly influenced
by factors such as the strength of emission sources or transport and removal processes, which are also determined by
synoptic situations and are highly varying from a year to another. This is also shown by the year to year variation in the
magnitude of frequency of aerosol events. For example the
frequency of strong episodes over land in 2003 is larger than
in previous and subsequent years, whereas there is a remarkably large frequency of extreme (spring) episodes over the
Mediterranean Sea in 2004. For a complete explanation of
the variability of aerosol episodes frequency, an appropriate
identification of the aerosol events is necessary, requiring a
synergistic use of other aerosol parameters than AOD, which
is beyond of the scope of the present study.
The linear regression on the time series of frequency of
aerosol episodes reveals a decreasing tendency from 2000 to
2007. This decrease applies for all types of episodes (strong
or extreme) and all surface types (land or sea). Note that
the largest decrease, decrease, by 36.7% for strong and by
48.7% for extreme episodes, is observed over land Mediterranean surfaces. On the contrary, over sea surfaces the decrease in frequency of aerosol episodes is smaller (−2% for
strong and −27% for extreme episodes). The fact that extreme aerosol episodes are mainly attributed to dust transport indicates that probably this transport has become weaker
through the period 2000–2007. Our results are in line with a
documented decrease in AODs over the Mediterranean basin
Ann. Geophys., 27, 3509–3522, 2009
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(i-a)

(i-b)
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Fig. 7. Inter-annual variation and tendencies of mean intensity (red curves) and frequency (blue curves) of (a) strong, and (b) extreme aerosol
episodes over (i) land areas and (ii) sea areas in the Mediterranean basin over the period 2000–2007.

Figure 7. Inter-annual variation and tendencies of mean intensity (red curves) and frequency
during a similar study period (−0.04 or −20.2%, Papadimas

tence of correlation between NAO (and precipitation) and

creased in the Mediterranean basin from 2000 to 2007 but

investigated. The NAO index (NAOI) data (Hurrell, 1995)

the contrary, the intensity of aerosol events shows an opposite tendency, since for both strong and extreme episodes it
has slightly increased from 2000 to 2007. This implies that
the Mediterranean basin has undergone less but more intense
aerosol episodes during the 7-year period 2000–2007. The
reasons of these changes deserve further future investigation.

ter (CPC) Indices, whereas the precipitation data were taken
from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)
database (Arkin and Xie, 1994; Adler et al., 2003). Time
series of the monthly regional mean values of parameters
were produced and correlation coefficients between them
were computed. The correlation coefficients were found to
be small (R<0.3), indicating absence of a clear relationship between NAO or precipitation and aerosol events frequency/intensity. This is probably because in the present
study the events are not classified in specific aerosol types,
for example dust or biomass burning. NAO is expected to be
related with the frequency of dust events only, whereas this
correlation is weakened by considering other aerosol type
events as well. Indeed, preliminary results of classification
of aerosol events into specific types (biomass burning-urban,
desert dust, sea-salt, Gkikas et al., 2008) show that correlation coefficients between NAOI and frequency of dust or
sea-salt aerosol events are as high as 0.8. Though the correlation coefficients in the present study are not high, the time
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It has been shown that climate of the greater Mediterranean basin is under the influence of five teleconnection
patterns: North Sea Caspian Pattern (NCP), North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO), East Atlantic Pattern (EA), CACO (Central Africa Caspian Oscillation) and Eastern Mediterranean
Pattern (EMPI). However, only in case of NAO past studies
(e.g. Moulin et al., 1998; Papadimas et al., 2008) have established a link between large-scale circulation and aerosol
loads over the study region, showing that the atmospheric
transport of dust from North Africa is strongly affected by
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). This large-scale climatic control of the dust export is affected by changes in
precipitation and atmospheric circulation. Thus, the exisAnn. Geophys., 27, 3509–3522, 2009
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series of NAOI, precipitation and frequency of aerosol events
are consistent in terms of tendencies over the 7-year period.
For example, the results (not shown here) show that the decrease in frequency of extreme aerosol events (−27% over
sea and -49% over land surfaces) is associated with an increase in precipitation over the region equal to 5.5%. The
increase in precipitation seems to be consistent with the decreasing frequency of aerosol events, since precipitation is
one of the stronger (wet) removal processes of atmospheric
aerosols (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). Further work is in
progress, with emphasis on specific aerosol types, to clarify
the relationships between large scale atmospheric dynamics
and tendencies of aerosol events.
4

Summary and conclusions

By using aerosol optical depth (AOD) measurements taken
with the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) instrument from March 2000 to February 2007,
aerosol episodes, namely frequency and intensity were investigated in the Mediterranean basin on different temporal and
spatial scales. In addition, seasonal and inter-annual variability of aerosol episodes were also examined and their tendencies over the study period were investigated. The major
findings of this study can be summarized as follows:
– Extreme aerosol episodes (i.e. episodes with
AOD≥AOD+4×σAOD ) were found to be mainly associated with dust. On the other hand strong aerosol
events (i.e. episodes with
AOD+2×σAOD ≤AOD<AOD+4×σAOD . . . are mainly
associated with sea-salt, biomass burning (forest fires)
and anthropogenic activities.
– Regarding spatial variability there is a clear difference
between the western and eastern parts of the Mediterranean basin, the former being subject more often to
aerosol episodes than the latter. In almost all land and
sea areas westward of Sardinia and Corsica up to Portugal and Morocco’s west coasts 6–14 strong aerosol
episodes/year are observed. On the contrary, in the central and eastern parts of the basin no more than 10 strong
aerosol episodes/year are observed.
– Aerosol events change also seasonally. The strong
episodes occur most frequently in summer whereas the
extreme episodes in spring. Moreover, while the most
frequent strong episodes (7.3 episodes/year) are observed in the western Mediterranean basin (especially in
SE Spain and Alboran basin) extreme aerosol episodes
occur most frequently (2.6 episodes/year) in the central and eastern Mediterranean basin. Apart from summer, strong aerosol episodes are also quite often (6
episodes/year) during spring mainly in central and eastern parts of the basin.
www.ann-geophys.net/27/3509/2009/
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– Regarding the intensity of aerosol episodes, a very clear
south-to-north gradient was observed highlighting the
role of African dust transport on the aerosol episodes
features. During the days of strong and extreme aerosol
episodes the mean AOD at 550 nm reaches values of
about 1.6 in the Libyan Sea, and 4.1 in the Levantine Sea, respectively, which is due to the proximity
of these areas to the dust aerosol source areas (Sahara,
Middle-East). Respectively, AOD values over continental areas up to about 1.0 are estimated, which are
high enough given the long distance of these areas from
(dust) sources.
– Significant inter-annual variability is also observed for
both frequencies and intensity of the aerosol events. For
instance larger frequencies of strong (summer) episodes
over land occurred in 2001, 2002, and 2003 compared
to years from 2004 to 2007. However for a complete
explanation of the reasons of the variability of aerosol
episodes frequency, a synergistic use of aerosol parameters other than AOD is needed.
– Finally, no statistically significant correlations were
found between NAO and precipitation and aerosol
events frequency/intensity. The absence of classification of aerosol types in categories such as dust or
biomass burning can be the reason as preliminary results show that correlation coefficients between NAOI
and frequency of dust or sea-salt aerosol events are as
high as 0.8.
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